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Heath takes readers back to Hymes’s years as Dean of the University of Pennsylvania Graduate
School of Education. She recalls, in particular, his relentless passion for introducing public school
administrators to ethnography’s potential for seeing what could be done to increase equity and
social justice within public education. She contrasts this “new love” that Hymes developed at the
School of Education with his “long love” of North American Indian ethnopoetics. She suggests
where and how these two kinds of love might work in today’s sociopolitical world so often
holistically described by encompassing terms such as global, post-racial, post-literate, and techno-
logically dedicated. [Dell Hymes, school-based ethnography, social justice, ethnography of
education]

The value of thought is measured by its distance from the continuity of the familiar.
—Adorno, 2005, p. 40

As Dean of the Graduate School of Education (GSE) at the University of Pennsylvania
(hereafter, Penn), Dell Hymes played an instrumental role in encouraging me to become
a faculty member there in 1976. Throughout his term as dean, Dell and I debated and
argued about the role of anthropology in the study of schooling as distinct from the study
of learning. Our different viewpoints enlivened not only our conversations, but also our
written correspondence over two decades. Dell believed that schools would be the focal
point for the expansive opportunities for minority populations promised by the tumultu-
ous decade of the 1960s. He very much wanted anthropologists to be in the middle of
school change so that they could foster effective educational opportunities for those
students who had long been denied full access to the best that schooling could offer.

To my knowledge, Dell never saw his ideas as fitting into the realm of work simulta-
neously being undertaken in England by those who used the term “action anthropology.”
He also did not consistently engage with what was in the 1960s a relatively new group of
the American Anthropological Association—the Applied Anthropology Association.
During the 1970s, in particular, he worked tirelessly with and for the Council on Anthro-
pology and Education. He wanted more anthropologists to dedicate themselves to edu-
cation. I do not believe that Dell ever intended for any of his faculty either to recommend
practices or to be practitioners.

Dell believed that the question of social justice for anthropologists rests fundamentally
in the capacities for seeing that we develop in our professional training. As anthropolo-
gists and linguists, we had learned to see into and beyond that which others see. We
categorize, compare, and contrast, and, above all, we understand and value how environ-
ments of learning matter to the content and continuities of learning. Dell saw the anthro-
pological basis of our work as compelling us to describe and interpret behaviors in relation
to co-occurrences within their contexts and thereby to deepen an understanding of the
universals of human life.

Yet Dell also believed that social justice has everything to do with the understanding
that anthropologists develop about how to relate to and regard those with whom we
become participants in our fieldwork. The essential respect and openness we must have in
such work were, in Dell’s view, critical to our ability to see what was happening (and to
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envision what could happen) in the classroom life of state-run formal education institu-
tions. He believed anthropologists could see more than others and we could thus do more
than others to move social justice along in school contexts.

At Penn, Dell was relentless in his passion for ethnography in public schools. He won
out over those of us who kept reminding him that freedom can never be achieved without
fundamental alterations in the power structures and social structuring of institutions of
education. We argued that formal schooling can make only a relatively small contribution
to an individual’s lifespan of learning. This point holds true especially for those living in
poverty and excluded from housing and employment opportunities. We tried to persuade
him to see our point of view that in postindustrial societies, particularly those regarded as
being the most “advanced” economically and committed to democratic principles, formal
schooling had come to be simplistically regarded as the great leveler. Schooling had
become politicized as enabling individuals to overcome whatever limits they might have
encountered elsewhere in their lives, including their early socialization.

We pointed out how the organization and operation of formal schooling, as well as the
sets of norms, skills, and content areas selected for study there, had come to reflect a
time-locked mainstream set of courses and values. Dominant among these was the easy
equation of relative sameness with fairness and equity. Not far behind this idea lay the
view that individualism and individual achievement outside predetermined and norma-
tive limits in material and method must be pursued around and beyond formal instruc-
tional settings and not within these. Even then, we pointed to the fact that standardized
tests and textbooks kept skills and content bounded. Thus, an exceptionally creative
student in mathematics, music, or science could generally not contest the underlying
premises of a particular textbook question or offer alternative answers that might be
technically correct but not within “standard” ways of approaching the question at hand.
What school offered was instruction by experts within fixed space, time, authoritative
dictates regarding content, and accounting for knowledge by means of written texts,
limited oral recitation, and accountability measures locked into culturally bound facts. The
arc of life embedded in the ideology of public schooling was one grounded primarily in
the experiences of white middle-class male speakers of standard English living in safe and
secure communities and confident of future employment that would ensure continuity—
and even elevation—of their family’s social and economic status.

As a former school teacher in the Southeast of the United States, my personal ongoing
debate with Dell centered on the realities of the restrictions placed on anthropologists who
try to work within institutions under the control of the State. These institutions can fulfill
their public trust only by taking full use of their power to engage almost exclusively in
transmission of prescribed information and promotion of narrowly specific ways in which
learners may display what they have learned. School contexts can therefore admit little by
way of opinion or creative thinking. Their authoritative structuring of time and space, as
well as their scope-and-sequence mode of operation, cannot tolerate equitable role distri-
bution among either teachers or students. Thus, deliberative discourse, extended demon-
stration and imitation, and exploration through trial and error can only rarely take place
there. Yet within socialization studies done by anthropologists working in families and
communities across cultures, these latter forms of exchange have been among the most
central to learning that sustains their way of life.

In spite of such arguments from me and others wary of Dell’s intense faith in school-
based ethnography, he remained determined that ethnographers of education who wished
to identify with social justice should work in schools. He took the assumed universal
dominance of schooled education in human learning as given and therefore as the
“natural” target of ethnographic inquiry and of (possible) change. As one consequence of
his immense influence, the majority of anthropologists of education trained during the
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1970s took schools and classrooms as their primary field sites. As these young scholars
began to take their places as faculty members within higher education, they came increas-
ingly to equate education with schooling and chose therefore to center research methods on
ethnography—defined as participant-observation recorded through various means ranging
from field notes to highly sophisticated digital recording devices. Throughout the decade
of the 1970s and well into the 1980s, Dell put considerable faith in young academics who
were propagating his view that schools should be the place of the ethnographic work of
anthropologists of education.

Faith in Ethnography

But Dell’s hopes for ethnography went much deeper than his expectations of what it
might do for social justice in school. He viewed ethnography as “peculiarly appropriate to
a democratic society that would come to view ‘ethnography’ as a general possession”
(Hymes 1996:14). He expressed the hope that the general population could have a “knowl-
edge of their worlds, intricate and subtle in many ways . . . and as having necessarily come
to this knowledge by a process ethnographic in character” (Hymes 1996:14).

As with all of Dell’s writings, these points require some pulling apart. My interpretation
is that he truly believed that what I call “an ethnographic sensibility” could and would
enable people to see more deeply into one another’s ways of behaving and believing. Such
insight would as a consequence generate: (1) more intense and meaningful communica-
tion, (2) greater appreciation of human achievements (e.g., multilingualism, ways of speak-
ing, means of carrying traditions forward), and (3) a spirit of tolerance and caring curiosity
about others. Like most academics, he wished for all of us a deeper knowledge of many
things (incl. widely varying cultures and societies from across the United States at least, if
not from around the world). He believed the ethnographic sense would lead individuals
to be open to this knowledge and to use these gains of familiarity and information to open
up to one another.

This broad passionate belief provided the grounding for his focus on the power of
ethnography in schools to bring about social justice. The demonstration of “ethnography
as a general possession” cultivated by anthropologists working in classrooms would
spread ethnographic understanding to administrators and teachers in the vocation of
schooling. He focused primarily on administrators as the logical group to involve in the
work of GSE and its faculty. To my knowledge, Dell himself never spent time as an
ethnographer within urban schools. He was the advocate for such work carried out by
others. He saw himself as working to make social justice a normative form of modern
rationality that could generate certain social and linguistic practices that would constitute
knowledge in such a way as to oblige schools to be institutions of reform.

New Loves, Long Loves

The freedoms of democracy encourage passions—some new and often short and
intense, others long-held and sustaining of the human spirit. Passion for social justice
comes in both varieties—new and long. Dell had both kinds of loves and passions—as do
most of us.

Dell came to GSE with a long love that was very far indeed from the vision he enacted
in his work as dean. He and his anthropologist wife Virginia Hymes had spent parts of
many years on or near the Warm Springs Reservation in Oregon. Over the course of this
long love, recounted in many of his early articles as well as in two of his books—In Vain
I Tried to Tell You (1981) and Now I Know Only So Far: Essays in Ethnopoetics (2003)—Dell
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and Ginny carried out linguistic study among the Chinookan peoples that once lived
along the Columbia River in what are now the States of Oregon and Washington.

When Dell came to GSE, however, he adopted a new passion, a new love, although he
simultaneously held dearly to his long love of North American Indian ethnopoetics. His
new passion was to bring ethnography to education in public schools. With this move, he
believed he would see discrimination and exclusion decrease and policies change to bring
about equality in education. Dell also brought his passionate objections to Noam Chom-
sky’s proposals of ideal speakers and prewired linguistic capabilities to this new love. He
believed that embedding ethnography of communication in the hearts and minds of
researchers in education would not only prove his points regarding linguistic competence
and linguistic performance, but they would also ensure the effectiveness of ethnography
in advancing the principles of a democratic society within schools.

Dell brought me to the Graduate School of Education to help him achieve a vision of
what ethnography in education could be. Unlike many other linguistic anthropologists of
that era (e.g., Elinor Ochs and Susan Philips), I had not been Dell’s student. I had been a
student of Margaret Mead’s at Columbia University. I had met Dell only once before I
came to Penn for my job interview, and that was at an AAA meeting when he came to a
session in which I gave a paper on the research that would become my book, Ways with
Words: Language, Life, and Work in Communities and Schools (1996). From that session at
AAA, he remembered that I had worked in the Civil Rights Movement in Mississippi and
later become a teacher and preacher in black schools and churches in South Carolina. I had
studied black and white children at home and at school, and I was trained in linguistics
and anthropology. He did not seem to mind that all my publications up until I was hired
at Penn had been in Latin American studies—specifically Mexican language policy from
the colonial period forward (e.g., Heath 1972).

The Master of Arts program Dell helped create at GSE brought inner-city administra-
tors to the University and sent faculty members into the schools in Philadelphia and
Chester to work side by side with these administrators and classroom teachers. In the first
ethnography class I taught at GSE sat the first female African American superintendent of
Philadelphia schools, Constance Clayton, and a dozen of her teacher colleagues from
inner-city schools in West Philadelphia, along with doctoral students, most of whom were
Puerto Rican. The latter group included Ana Celia Zentella (1997) who came to class in
tightly laced Army boots and battle fatigues throughout her first year as a doctoral student.
The first day of class she sat next to Constance Clayton, the future school superintendent
who casually tossed her full-length fur coat over the back of the desk chair and launched
into questioning Ana Celia about where and what she taught. Connie knew a fireball when
she saw one. Ana Celia had just come back from a prison visit in West Virginia where she
had been collecting information from female members of the Fuerzas Armadas de Lib-
eración Nacional (Armed Forces of National Liberation or FALN). A Puerto Rican clan-
destine paramilitary organization that advocated for Puerto Rican independence, FALN
was responsible at its dissolution for more than 100 bomb attacks on U.S. targets between
1974 and 1983. Without question, I learned much more about powers of change in the first
classes I taught at Penn than did my students.

In the 1970s, hopes were high for bringing inner-city education to a full inclusionary
model. Dell thought a key way to seize the moment to ensure long-term achievement of
minority students in Philadelphia had to be through language. With reading experts such
as Mort Botel, head of the long-established reading lab at GSE, Dell initiated tutoring
programs in the basement of GSE. He sponsored literary readings and provided short-
term focused degree programs for Master’s candidates who specialized in language edu-
cation. Pablo Freire, Frantz Fanon, and Jürgen Habermas became constant intellectual
partners in all our seminars with teachers. Each GSE faculty member “adopted” school
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teams of principals and teachers, often teaching classes on school sites after days of
participant-observation there. Dell felt that now was a time to shift anthropology of
education away from its customary focus on communities, tribes, and self-contained
cultural groups. He, along with George and Louise Spindler and Rosalie and Murray Wax,
urged anthropologists to get inside schools in a big way.

Throughout the 1970s and well into the 1980s, Dell worked tirelessly and passionately
to keep his new love going. Summers he and Ginny went to Oregon and renewed his soul
by reentering his long love of Native American ethnopoetics. In this work, Dell worked
from a mantra he repeated to graduate students on every possible occasion: “All social
science work has to rest on accumulated structural knowledge of social life.” He wanted
history, sociology, politics, economics, and as much else as possible by way of study of
other disciplines, to extend the intellectual reach of ethnographers.

In 1979, I suggested to Dell that we begin at Penn an annual Ethnography in Education
conference; the first Ethnography in Education Forum was held in 1980 and it has con-
vened annually ever since (see Hornberger 2002 for an account of the beginnings and
history of the Forum). The inspiration for this annual meeting had come in part from the
spring 1978 Colloquium on “Ethnography and Education: Children In and Out of School,”
organized and hosted by Research for Better Schools, Inc. and the Graduate School of
Education, and held at the Museum of Anthropology at Penn (Gilmore and Glatthorn
1982). Margaret Mead, who had been my professor at Columbia University, spoke at the
conference. Although we did not know it at the time, Mead’s time with us in the spring of
1978 was to be her last performance; she died that fall during the AAA meetings. All of us
in attendance at that 1978 colloquium will never forget Mead’s powerful presence, staff in
hand, as she strode among the columns and the sarcophagi of Penn’s Anthropology
Museum while she delivered her address. She called on all of us to remember that there
is no social justice, no possibility of equity of opportunity, unless the whole of the social
life of each day, each year, for each individual comes to recognition. She believed in
schools—yes. But she believed much more passionately in the full round of learning—the
power of self-motivated learning, the individual motivational curiosity, and the natural
rejection by the human spirit of boredom, inaction, and dullness.

Dell’s written reflections on his reenvisionments of ethnography of communication or
ethnography of speaking while at GSE support this view. His long love as linguistic
anthropologist led him to reiterate time after time the generativity of theories and methods
of disciplines well beyond anthropology and linguistics. This conviction led him to
support the addition of GSE faculty members, such as play theorist and psychologist,
Brian Sutton-Smith. He enticed Charles Rosenberg, the noted historian of medicine and
science, to join the faculty of GSE. Rosenberg, along with Dell, insisted that GSE students
take the bulk of their courses outside the curriculum of GSE. Faculty members in depart-
ments across the University offered seminars that attracted GSE students: Elijah Anderson
in Sociology; Erving Goffman, Ward Goodenough, and Peggy Sanday in Anthropology;
John Szwed in the Department of Folklore and Folklife; William Labov in Linguistics; and
Ray Birdwhistle in the Annenberg School for Communication. (For insight into Dell’s
position regarding the study of disciplines beyond linguistics and anthropology, see “The
Status of Linguistics as a Science” [1974].) The additions, promotions, and pace of life at
GSE throughout Dell’s term as dean there deeply influenced not only the career choices
but also the life course of many who came through GSE in the 1970s and 1980s.

However, the intensity of a new passionate love taken up alongside a life-long love can
blind us to what is painfully and clearly obvious to those looking on at how we play out our
passions. At GSE, students—Master of Arts principals and teachers as well as doctoral
candidates—soon began to feel—as the objects of new passion often do—that they wanted
more. They called to Dell’s attention the all-white, all-male tenured faculty of GSE. No
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female or person of color had ever achieved tenure at GSE. Dell’s passion for what he saw
as the social justice promise of ethnography of communication in the world of education did
not include his own institution. This situation was surprising to many, for Dell had written
in 1969 one of the most radicalizing texts in the history of anthropology—Reinventing
Anthropology (see, esp., his opening chapter in this volume on the critical, political, and
personal aspects of anthropology, 1969). In this volume he argued that all anthropological
knowledge is dubious, because it is gained under the conditions of colonialism, imperial-
ism, and oppression. Yet, neither he nor other administrators in universities of that time
viewed these descriptors as appropriate incentive to bring about infrastructural changes to
ensure inclusion of women and minorities within the power structures of higher education.

I left GSE to pursue an NEH-funded project on language rights at the School of Law at
Stanford University and to carry this interest to study among the indigenous in central
Australia and Papua New Guinea. Students who went through GSE in the years of Dell’s
deanship carried forward his vision for the power of ethnography in education. But many
of these graduates also took with them a conviction that higher education institutions and
their representatives must turn their ethnographic lens to their own turf before heading
into public schools with an agenda for social justice there. These ethnographers of edu-
cation knew that within public schools, the gender, as well as the economic, racial,
linguistic, and religious membership, of individuals often meant that they were excluded
from access to the equitable circumstances of learning so widely touted in the decades
immediately following the Civil Rights era.

Keeping with the metaphor of new loves and lifelong loves, I turn now to ask where
and how these two kinds of love might work in today’s sociopolitical world labeled with
such terms as global, postracial, wired, postliterate, and boldly creative. Here Margaret
Mead’s admonition to those of us taking part in the 1978 Colloquium on Ethnography and
Education applies. She called on us to see that social justice meant full release first and
foremost of the human gifts of curiosity, language, collaboration, tool making, and aes-
thetic and spiritual means of expression and connection.

The trajectory of Dell’s life during his deanship at Penn enables us to see the power of the
passion we bring to new love and also to recognize that new passions blind us to contra-
dictions in our positioning. In the relations that follow from our new loves, we can alter a
lifetime of thinking for others and leave a sense of betrayal for those we have sought to help.
We can also incite critique among those who come under the influence of our new loves.

Dell’s history of intellectual loves demonstrates the staying power of the comprehen-
siveness that comes in the long loves of one’s academic life. In the work that Dell did after
he and Ginny left GSE to move to the University of Virginia, he returned to Native
American ethnopoetics. There he consistently set forth evidence and theories that scholars
today—regardless of their chosen field sites—would do well to remember—the impor-
tance of knowing the history of one’s field and of sustaining strong interest in disciplines
other than one’s own. Otherwise, we can “know only so far” (2003).

Traditionally, social scientists have defined their role as centered on inquiry, data col-
lection and analysis, and theory development. Few anthropologists describe their work in
terms such as improve, bring about, heal, or comfort. These are the goals of practitioners,
policymakers, and change agents, such as social workers, medical professionals, religious
leaders, and educators. Yet ethnography in education has become a practice that falls
somewhere between traditional social science and the world of policy and practice and
often bearing some of the risks of new loves. The almost exclusive focus on classrooms has
little room for the history and theories of anthropology or the kind of sustained systems
approach that Dell advocated in his ethnopoetics work. He once reminded readers of his
need for: “knowledge of what the fish in the rivers are like, and when grizzly bears last
were seen in Oregon” (Hymes 2003:vii).
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In his ethnopoetics work, he used the study of individual cases as well as two kinds of
comparative perspectives. The first had to do with analogous cases from other cultures,
other contexts. The second had to do with close study of how fields beyond anthropology
explain ways that meaning is achieved in the narratives people tell. For Dell, literary study,
inspired for him through his acquaintance with Kenneth Burke, became this field beyond
the social sciences. Current training of anthropologists of education, as well as language
educators, takes place primarily within departments or schools of Education that give
students little or no access to coursework in the range of humanities and social science
disciplines that Dell advocated. As a result, scholars who enter classrooms and schools to
“do ethnography” today reflect little of the body of understanding that Dell’s long love
offers. Our understanding of learning and teaching and of the systems that support
schooling suffers immeasurably as a consequence.

We started with Adorno and end with him. I have found his writings helpful to my
interpretation of Dell’s intellectual and activist trajectory. Throughout his writings,
Adorno posited that if the human need for justice is anything, then we must acknowledge
the double bind that follows when we become activists attempting to shape the directions
of this human need. We may assert moral norms and the means for justice, but at the same
time we must question the authority by which we make these assertions, that “we need to
hold fast to moral norms, to self-criticism, to the question of right and wrong, and at the
same time to a sense of the fallibility of the authority that has the confidence to undertake
such self-criticism” (Adorno 2000:169).

Shirley Brice Heath is Margery Bailey Professor of English and Dramatic Literature and
Professor of Linguistics, Emerita, Stanford University (sbheath@stanford.edu).
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